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The morning dawns fresh and clear. Above, hundreds of birds call forth the sun and the Tetons 
shimmer in rosy light. Below, the valley floats in beauty, a flawless green jewel, a paradise.

Inside my yurt, I wake up tense, tight, in no mood to appreciate paradise. Moving like a robot, I 
prepare my usual breakfast. Sit down to my usual hour of reading.

No use. Body squirms, Eyes glance off the page. Psyche diffuses into the void.

Outside, the birds keep singing. They mock my mood.  I don’t want to hear them.

Push on to the next item on the agenda, my daily five-mile walk.

I am anxious to get to the river. Want to release this pent-up anger and frustration into its 
forgiving flow. I have no idea why I am so angry; I just know there is a huge internal energy, 
which threatens to explode.

I reach the river. There is a fisherman in waders casting his line. He is in the water only a few feet 
from the ledge where I always sit. I seethe; my anger focuses on him.

I turn back, to find another, less comfortable ledge out of sight of the fisherman, and sit down.

And that’s when it began, the conspiracy of the animals.

The first incident was tiny, hardly worth noticing, a chipmunk peeking out from beneath a bush. 
He ran out to within a few feet of me, chattering. As if to get my attention.

I try to concentrate on the river and ignore him, but he won’t let me. He runs back and forth 
chattering incessantly until I finally acknowledge his presence, and then, reluctantly, grin at his 
frenetic activity. That chipmunk is acting out what is going on inside me!

On the way back, following the usual path on the ledge above the river, I happen to glance down 
to discover a coyote silhouetted in the river. He is standing still, poised on the brink of swifter 
waters. I stop to watch, startled to find him here, this close. I sense his awareness of me. After a 
minute or so he plunges in, head bobbing, swimming across the tide to the other side.

Without thinking, I sit down in the sage and watch him wander along the bank until he fades into 
the willows.

By the time I stand up again something has changed. I am no longer treating my walk like a 
forced march.

I start walking again, following the trail. A few moments later I find myself veering off the trail to 
the right. Responding to an inner nudging, like the coyote I am plunging into the flow of things. I 
descend from the ledge to the bottomlands.

I am wandering like the animals. But I am still self-absorbed, hardly aware of my surroundings. 
The early morning tension has shifted into melancholy. I am feeling sorry for myself, alone and 
abandoned.

Coming to the river’s edge I sit down again, this time under a big tree. I want to give my sadness 
to the river, to become one with the river, to let myself go.



Closing my eyes, I concentrate on the river’s deep hum, its laughing hiss.

After a few minutes I open my eyes and am startled to notice a huge flock of geese on the other 
side of the river, camped on a sandbank. Some are sitting, some sleeping; one is standing watch. 
They are only 20 feet away! I sense their awareness of me. None of them stirs when I finally 
stand up and they can see me.

I wander on, startled both by the closeness of the unruffled geese and by my self-absorption, how 
it blinded me to their presence. I am not alone.

I walk a few minutes more and my eyes suddenly glance to the left. I find myself looking into the 
gentle eyes of a doe, huge ears alert, nostrils twitching. I almost cry out with amazement. She too, 
seems unconcerned, and begins to chew on a bush as my path takes me within a few feet of her.

The presence of the deer feels like a benediction.

I am moving now in an expanded state of awareness. The feeling is paradoxical. I am aware of 
myself moving, feeling each footfall connect surely with the ground. At the same time I am aware 
of all that surrounds me as a part of myself. The deer and I met, briefly, shared one world. And 
what is remarkable, what I’ve always noticed about such encounters is that they are in place prior 
to my becoming aware of them. “Something in me” directed my eyes to look up, exactly into the 
doe’s eyes. Her gentleness has seeped into me. So has her matter-of-factness. She and the geese 
are both “doing their thing.” She chews; they rest. Both species belong. Do I?

Recalling the sheer number of animal encounters on this one walk, I feel exultant, flushed with 
the magic of the day. I am almost delirious, impervious to harm, oblivious to the differences 
between me and not-me. I wander carelessly among the willows along the river’s edge.

Suddenly my body freezes. I find myself eyeball to eyeball with the most magnificent moose I 
have ever seen, ten feet away. His antlers, still in velvet, are each as wide as the stretch between 
my hands!

Shocked and trembling, my former grand self cowers with fear. I turn off to the left and begin to 
walk rapidly away, looking back over my shoulder. He steps forward slowly, as if to sniff me 
better, as if to get to know me. There is no animosity in this animal. I am certain of this. And with 
today’s magic I could probably go up and pet that huge black muzzle. But I don’t dare. My 
conditioning overwhelms my nature.

That was the last encounter with an animal on my morning’s walk. The experience left me at 
peace with the world and in touch with my appropriate place within it. The animals had helped 
me bridge the gap between inside and outside. For this one day, at least, I was relieved of my 
human moods.

That afternoon I walked across the little bridge to my yurt and almost stepped on a snake. Had I 
not been so attuned, I would have crushed it “accidentally.” Another reminder.

The final set of incidents happened while the sun was going down, its rays streaming through the 
cracks in the Tetons, softening the air to a rosy gold. I was lying on a hammock hung in the 
cottonwoods near the bridge. Nearby was the hummingbird feeder I had hung up a week prior to 
this, though others had told me that August was too late, that hummingbirds find their feeding 
spots in the spring. And up to this day, despite a careful watch, I had not seen a hummingbird 
around the feeder.

Five minutes after lying down in the hammock, a hummingbird flew to within two feet of my 
head and hovered there. As if to get my attention—and to say “now follow me”! Then it flew 
straight to the feeder and hovered, poking its beak into one of the holes to feed.

My delight to see the feeder in use was small compared to my astonishment at the continuing 



saga of this day. The animals had taken me on an inner evolutionary journey, through my feelings 
to a larger, mysterious presence. I had moved from anger to melancholy to awareness to self-
glorification to the shock of my fear of the moose—and now, twelve hours later, to a simple sense 
of community with these creatures, our shared world. Matter of fact, no big deal.

I had been both humbled and connected. And yet, the final incident was so wondrous that when it 
came it was a manifestation of grace. It was as if, in that one moment at sunset, the heavens 
reached down to caress the earth.

The whole time I was lying there on the hammock I was aware of two brilliant yellow finches 
flying around, playing with each other in the trees. Suddenly one of them swooped down and 
landed on the hammock, within inches of my knee. It perched there and looked at me, cocking its 
head. The connection was galvanic, piercing. I burst into tears.


